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ABSTRACT
GPBAR1 (TGR5) is a Gs-coupled bile acid receptor shown
to regulate a number of metabolic processes. GPBAR1 was
screened against Venenum Biodesign’s 5.5 million member
ECLiPS Compound Collection using DiscoveRx’s HitHunter®
cAMP Kit. This assay was performed in 6 µL 1536-well format.
The ECLiPS screening process discovered multiple targetmediated chemotypes with potencies < 5 µM. Each of the
chemotypes are associated with SAR, ready for expedited hitto-lead work.

THE ECLIPS TECHNOLOGY
ECLiPS stands for Encoded Combinatorial Libaries on Polymeric
Support. This is a patent-protected proprietary technology
exclusively licensed from Columbia University.
The ECLiPS technology is an encoded solid-phase combinatorial
chemistry technique. Each compound is synthesized on a small
polymeric bead attached via a photo-labile or acid-labile linker.
As the compound is constructed, a unique tag or set of tags is
also incorporated on the bead via an oxidatively-labile linker to
identify each unique synthetic step.

THE ECLIPS COMPOUND COLLECTION

STAGE 2: PRIMARY SURVEY

This technology has been used to generate a collection of >5.5
million compounds. This is a small-molecule collection designed
by medicinal and computational chemists for drug-likeness and
diversity. The ~130 libraries are divided into structurally-related
compounds called sub-libraries that correspond to the final
combinatorial step of the library synthesis. There are nearly
4000 sub-libraries that are comprised of 500 to 2000 compounds
each.

The developed assay was designed to screen a batch of
32 1536-well plates each day. Three 2 µL dispenses were
performed using the in-house-built BluBiRD2 and Beckman
Coulter Biomek FX dispensers and the assay was read on a
PerkinElmer ViewLux. This resulted in typical S:B ~10 and
Z-factors ~0.6. More importantly, the Primary Survey identified
multiple active sub-libraries for further examination.
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GPBAR1 is a Gs-coupled GPCR that generates cAMP upon
receptor activation. We used the DiscoveRx HitHunter® cAMP kit
as our primary assay. HitHunter® cAMP assays are competitive
immunoassays. Free cAMP from cell lysates competes for
antibody binding against labeled cAMP (ED-cAMP conjugate).
Unbound ED-cAMP is free to complement EA to form active
enzyme by EFC, which subsequently hydrolyzes substrate to
produce signal.Apositive signal generated is directly proportional
to the amount of free cAMP bound by the binding protein.
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Stage 1: Assay Development. A 1536-well compatible assay
is developed and robotically validated.
Stage 2: Primary Survey: This is a multiple compound/well
survey where the ~4000 diverse and drug-like chemical sublibraries are examined for activity.
Stage 3: Single-Compound Screen. This is a single compound/
well screen where each active series are examined for specific
compound activity. This is the stage where selectivity or targetmediated counter-screens are run. Active wells are decoded
for structural identification.
Stage 4: Hit Confirmation. Active compounds are re-synthesized
and tested in concentration-dependent curves to determine
potency and compound profiling.
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STAGE 4: HIT CONFIRMATION
Multiple chemotypes with potencies < 5 µM were identified.

SAR FROM THE SCREEN
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THE PRIMARY ASSAY TECHNOLOGY

An advantage of the ECLiPS technology is that structure-activityrelationships (SAR) are obtained directly from screening. When
a particular sub-library is identified as active then not just a
single molecule but a set of molecules are identified. Subsequent
single compound/ well screening produces Synthon Frequency
Plots that point to the important areas of the compound series.
This SAR data from the screen expedites subsequent hit-to
lead work.
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Primary Survey Stats:
S:B
Z
10.0
0.55
9.6
0.58

Z
0.57
0.59

STAGE 1: ASSAY DEVELOPMENT

STAGE 3: SINGLE-COMPOUND SCREEN

Even though the chemistry is done on a bead, all biology is
performed in solution. The goal is to develop a sensitive,
dispensable, and reproducible 1536-well assay. The 1536-well
HitHunter® cAMP assay shows good agreement with literature
values.

The active sub-libraries were further screened at the single
compound/well level in the primary assay using a receptorcontaining cell line. A counter-screen with the parental cell line
lacking GPBAR1 was used to ensure that the activity seen was
target-mediated.
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Cmpd. 1

13.6 µM

13.8 µM

Cmpd. 2

0.58

2.5

Cmpd. 3

1.25

3.48

Cmpd. 4

6.71

9.43

Cmpd. 5

0.16

0.29

Chemotype 3 – Synthon Frequency

Chemotype 3 – Sublibrary Activity

CONCLUSION
The ECLiPS Technology is a proven technology with more than
a decade of success against a large variety of targets using a
variety of cell-based, biochemical, and phenotypic screening
technologies. The survey of the 5.5 million member compound
collection against GPBAR1 identified 7 target-specific GPBAR1
agonistic chemotypes. Each of the chemotypes has its own set
of SAR associated with it that has led to expedited hit-to-lead
work.

